OLOC SUGGESTED READINGS AND VIDEOS

AGEISM

GENERAL
Cruikshank, Margaret, ed. *Fierce with Reality: an Anthology of Literature on Aging*. St. Cloud, MN: North Star Press, 1995. (Includes “Seasoning” by Ida VSW Red and “Memory is as Uncertain as Grace” by Mary Meigs.)


Women and Age, in *Off Our Backs, the feminist newsjournal*. Sept.-Oct. 2005 issue. (pp. 22-50 deal with Women and Aging, much of it lesbian, includes piece on OLOC).


**ESSAYS**


**BIOGRAPHIES/AUTOBIOGRAPHIES/MEMOIRS**


**SOCILOGY/PSYCHOLOGY**


**FICTION & POETRY**


**VIDEOS**


*Living with Pride*: *Ruth Ellis @100*. 1999.

*Look Us In the Eye*: *The Old Women’s Project*. 2006.


*Some Ground to Stand On (Blue Lunden)*. Joyce Warshow. 1998.

World of Light: a Portrait of May Sarton. 1982.

PERIODICALS
The OLOC Reporter (formerly The Old Lesbian Organizing Committee Newsletter), (Houston, TX; Athens, OH), 1990-present.
We Are Visible (ed. by Vashte Doublex, Mendocino, CA), 1989?-1998.

WEBSITE ADDRESSES
OLOC www.oloc.org
Classic Dykes Online www.classicdykes.com/bib.htm Available through this web address is an excellent Lesbian Aging Bibliography, dated 1999
www.Lesbian.com. (link on left side for “elders/crones”)
www.Lesbian.org

The Suggested Reading and Videos list was first compiled in 1999 by Sally T. Duplaix for OLOC. It has been updated regularly. This is the January 2010 version.